We define two kinds of Steenrod operations on the spectral sequence of a bisimplicial coalgebra.
The purpose of this paper is to define Steenrod squaring operations on a class of spectral sequences.
In this paper's sequel (hereafter called "II") we describe these actions in some special cases.
Let 0 be the category of finite ordered sets and nondecreasing maps. By a bisimplicial coalgebra we mean a purely contravariant functor from C x 0 to the category of commutative Z. coalgebras. We can regard the vector space dual of any bisimplicial coalgebra as a double cochain complex, and filter it in the usual way. Our main result is that on the E term of the resulting spectral sequence, for each r > 2, are defined Steenrod operations (0.1) Sqk: Epr'q -» Epr-q*k i0<k<q), , N) ). These satisfy all the usual rules, although both Cartan formula and Adem relations must be interpreted with Sq ^ 1.
The notion of a "special" Eilenberg-Zilber map will be useful to us in §4. Then /j and S pass to products and Steenrod squares on H (HomA (CX, N) ).
These operations are independent of the choice of (D,), and satisfy Cartan formulas and Adem relations. We do not prove these statements here, as we do not need them. The reader can construct his own proofs, by using an analogue of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem which compares C(X x Y) to CX ®CY, where X, Y ate bisimplicial objects. has the dual, decreasing filtration (as in ( 1.2)). Then <7J of (3.7) is filttation preserving. Further We claim next that if x, y e Zp,q then S (x + y) -Skx -S y represents zero in EP+k-q. In fact <3.5) and (3.9) imply (4.6) sHx + y) -Skx -Sky = iA*[5R* _fe + 10(x ® y) + K*_¿ + 1<# 1 + T)(8x ?) y)).
But use of (4.2) shows that the first term on the right of (4.6) lies in SZp+^~q~r + 1, and that the second term lies in Zp*.~q+ . Hence both terms represent zero in gp+k-q r We claim finally that Sk passes to a well-defined map Ep'k -♦ Ep+k~q'2q.
In view of our analysis of (4.6) we need only show that if x e Zp_.'q~ then Skx eZp+\-q+\ and that if x £ 8ZP J[+1 >q+r~2 then Skx £ 8Zp^\~q-^1. But both these statements follow easily from (4.2) and the relation 8Sk = Sk8. But by virtue of (2) of Definition 2.2, DP,P(X_ ; X_ ) is the identity map on Xp q® Xp q. So (5.4) reduces to (5.2).
Proposition 5.1 can be used to show that the Steenrod squares on E (and hence on E tot all r > 2) are independent of the choice of special EilenbergZilber map. It can. also be used to prove Adem relations and Cartan formulas.
But in II we will obtain these results with no extta work, for each of the special cases we consider. For this reason we omit the general proofs.
